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ZONE - A FINITE ELEMENT MESH GENERATOR 
Michael J. Burger 

Lawrence Li uonnore Laboratory, Universi ty of Cal i forn ia 
Livermore, Cal i forn ia 

I . INTRODUCTION 
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The ZONE computer program is a finite element mesh generator which pro
duces the nodes and element description of any two dimensional geometry. 
The geometry is subdivided into a mesh of quadrilateral and triangular zones 
arranged sequentially in an ordered march through the geometry. The order 
of march can be chosen so that the min'mum bandwidth is obtained. 

The node points are defined in terms of t'r.e x and y coordinates in a 
global rectangular coordinate system. The zones generated are quadrilaterals 
or triangles defined by four node points in a counter clockwise sequence. 
Node points defining the outside boundary are generated to describe pressure 
boundary conditions. The mesh that is generated can be used as input to any 
two dimensional as well as any axisymmetrical structure program. 

The output from ZONE is essentially the inout file to NAOS, HONDu, and 
other axisymnetric finite element programs. Two additional files generated 
are the input to the PLOT program, which is a post processor fcr ZONE used 
to generate the graphical display of the geometry for TMOS (TV '"onitor Dis
play System) viewing or for hard copy. 

II. PROGRAM CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The basic concept used in the program is the definition of a two dimen
sional structure by the intersection of two sets of iines which describe 
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moterial and geometric boundaries. The geometry of the structure is estab
lished in a global x-,y "right handed" rectangular coordinate system and must 
lie in the positive x quadrants for axisymmetric problems. Non-axisymmetric 
geometries can lie anywhere in the x-y space. The y axis is the axis cf sym
metry for axisymmetric geometries. A set of lines called •tcH.i';•. are defined, 
which describe the geometric and material boundaries and run more-or-less in 
the same direction. Another set of lines called rat? which intersect the 
meridians are also defined at material and geometric boundaries The order in 
which the meridians are defined is arbitrary, The rays, however, must be de
fined in sequences as one proceeds from one end of the structure to the other. 
These rays and meridians are defined by a sequence of coordinate points along 
the line in the global system forming a set of linear line segments. 

In general the choice of lines to be designated as rays and those to be 
designated as meridians i~ arbitrary. The meridians and rays in Figure 1, for 
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Fiyure 1. An example i l l u s t r a t i n g the re lat ionship between rays and meridi
ans. The same structure can be described two d i f fe ren t ways. Note that the 
ray and meridian end points do not have to correspond to the intersect ion points 
as in (b) 
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eaample, can be interchatiged if the positive direction of the ray is reverted. 

Nodes are numbered in sequence alont; the rays. The ?on<>4 are I'.ni l.ir)y m ri. 
bcred, i.e., numbering begins at the meridian first encountered alonn a ray 
and continues to the last meridian encountered along the ray. 

Associated with every point along the meridian is a local "right handed" 
x'-y' rectangular coordinate system. The y' axis corresponds to the tangent 
and the x' axis corresponds to the normal to the meridian at the point. The 
positive y' direction coincides with the positive direction along the .neridian 
as shown in Figure 2. The sequence of coordinate points defining the fneridran 
establishes the positive direction along the meridian. The positive x" di
rection is then specified. The ray —upt rase through the entire crj-u.̂ r-r. in 
the positive x' direction so that a sequence of ray-meridian intersections is 
formed. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows two correct 
ways to model the same structure. In Figure la only two meridians (Ml ar<i M2) 

and two rays (Rl and R2) are required to completely define the structure. The 
positive direction and the termination of the rays and meridians arp mark.*) 

/ 

L 

Meridian 

•"-* 
Figure 2. An example of the relationship of the local x'-y' coordinate sys

tem and the >-y global coordinate system in which the meridian is definca. 
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... f ie a n w , . ;.-i t'iyui'e lb four meridians a:iu four rays are nei-ded U '!e-

f ine the same structure. *tate that ray R? as well as S3 and R4 pas? through 

the ent i re s t ructure. Also ray R l , the f i r s t ray, is at the beginning of th<> 

s t ruc ture , I . e . . the f i r s t ray encountered wi th a merWfan as one proceeds 

along the meridian ' " the pos i t ive d i rec t ion from the meridian o r i g i n . 

l i t . RtGIOMS 

The section cf the structure between successive rays is called a • 

as illustrated in Figure 3. for cxair.ple. and cannot have material nr qijrtretric 

discontinuities ir the meridional direction, i.e., i^eridians canwu be dis

continuous (begin or end) trithir a region. This means that a meridian r.,-,» 

begin or terminate on a ray. lr conversely, a ray must pass through the be

ginning or end of every r«ridian. Vhat is always inpliod here by the ; *»c;irinini; 

or end point is that an intended ray-tneridlan intersection be found. Tie !•<•-

Region 3 

Reiion 2 

Region 1 

figure 3, Examples of regions. Jn (a) the entire structure has only one 
region between RI and R.2. In (b) reyion 2 may be a very narrow strip between 
R2 and R3. Regions i and 3 have transition zones automatically generated. 

01 



iiim'mio and lerniinal points of the ray and meridians may, indeed, extend be
yond the intersection to 'nsure that the intersection is found as is shown 
in rigure lb. A line may i'lso fall short of an intersection to within an 
error. Each region is in turn divided into a number of evenly spaced or non-
liricirly spacid zones in the meridional direction by passing additional inter
mediate rays through the region. Care must be taken not to extend the meridi
ans to the point that an unintended intersection is found by other rays, in 
( i'lure &. for example, meridian K3 can extend into region 2 and will be ig
nored unless it is within an • distance from R3 or intersects it. 
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. "3 
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K2 

Figure 4. The geometry in (a) is interpreted as shown in (b). Meridian 
"! is fono'eit in reqion ? since it is not within an . distance from R3. 

A transition zone is automatically generated with triangular zones at 
the end of each region when the number of zones on the ray at the beginning 
of the region is not equal to the number of zones on the ray at th; end of 
the region. In region 1 (Figure 3) the transition zone is an expansion from 
four zones in region 1 to seven zones in region 2. 

A nonlinear zoning option in the meridian direction generates geometric 
progression o f zone spacing between the beginning and end rays in each re
gion. The three options available are illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Nonlinear zoning in the meridian direction. 

IV. LAYERS 

The ray seynient between any two consecutive ray-meridian intersections 

is called a _;;/.-:• and is described as passing through, or bounding a material 

or void area in the structure. B> definition, a layer is the segment along 

the ray between two consecutive ray-meridian intersections. Voids are con

sidered layers. The merging point of two meridians is also considered a layer. 

The number of zones dividing the two sides of a layer (the subdivision of the 

ray segments) need not be the same. 

When they are not the same a transition zone is generated at the end of 

the reqion as explained in Section III. Each layer in the region is treated 

independently and may have different transition zones. In Fiqure 3, far ex

ample, the two outer layers in region 3 each have different number of zones 

{in the ray direction) at ray 33 and at ray R4. 
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V. MERIDIANS 

Meridians are defined by a series of up to 100 coordinate points in the 
global x-y coordinate system any -*.y. therefore, be multivalued functions. 
Options can be used to generate arcs, straight lines, and offset meridians 
and ellipses. There is no linit to the number of times that any option may 
he used in defining a meridian, except to satisfy the 100 point limit. The 
total number of meridians is limited to 40 which can easily be expanded if 
necessary. 

Meridians may be any length and may be discontinuous nithin the struc
ture, as opposed to rays which must pass through the entire structure. How
ever, a ray must pass through ciei'^ meridian discontinuity. A discontinuity 
means the beginning or ending of a line. The meridians cannot cross each 
other bjt any number can have a common beginning or end point. The common 
point may be a coordinate point anywhere along another meridian, as illus
trated in Figure 6, in which meridians M3 and M5 have a common beginning 
point on M*, and M2 has s common point on Ml. 

Figure 6. An example of meridians with a common point. Meridians M3, M4, 
anc M5 have a common point at Q ) . Meridians Ml and M2 have a common point 
at (?). 
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The sequence in which meridians are defined is >.. .- important except 

when jf«ridians meet at a common point. In this case they must be defined in 

the sequence that ^ e ray, slightly away from the cG.Tmon point, would 'nter-

sect them. 

1. Offset 

A meridian nay be defined entirely or in part as an offset *roir any 

other meridian w'lich has previously been defined. There is no limit to the 

number of times the offset option may be used to define a meridian, except 

to satisfy the 100 point limit. 

Two coordinate puints define the beginning and end point of any offset 

as shown in Figure 7,where part of meridian M2 is an offset (+*•) fror. "1! :-

the *x' direction between points •"£) and (|l . The number of intermediate 

points on Mir are those found on Ml between the nomtais to points M and (2 . 

• - Input Point 
x - Calculated Point 

OFFSET "1 '1 
\ x 2 

- X, 

Y^ Ml 

OFFSET 

A4 T4 4 
X5 Y 5 Ml 

*1 
X6 Y6 
*7 h 
X8 Y 8 Ml 

h V9 
fitiure 7. Example of the offset option. 
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Part of meridian M3 is also of fset ( - i , ) f r w IH in the -x' d i 'ect ior . 

between points 7 ' and 

2. Circular Arc 

A meridian may contain a number of circular arc segments which miy 
sweep an arc of up to 360°. There is no limit to the number of times that 
the arc option may be used to define a meridian except to satisfy the 100 

point limit. The arc may be defined two different ways, either of which re
quire only two cards for definitioi. 

a) The angle option - defines an arc which iegins at a given point and 
sweeps to an end point at an absolute angle theta (0) with a radiui (R). 
Theta is measure'.* from the x global axis and is positive counter clockwise 
and negative clockwise. The radius is defined from the center of rotation 
which is also given. The arc is swept in the positive o>* negative direction 
depending on the sign of 3. Two examples of angle arc option are shown in 
Figure 8 in which the beginning point is ?t point (T) , and the center of 
rotation is at point (2). The radius (R) is the distance between (7) and Q) • 

Y 
I 

Card 1 - x, y. 
-*-X 

Card 2 x 2 S2 + i 
Card 1 — x, y. 
Card 2 - x 2 y^ -P 

Tigure 8. Examples of the angle arc option with the two cards needed for 
their definition. N is the number of points along the arc. 
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i>) The radius "Dtion defines an arc which begins at tho f i r s t 'jiven 

point and ends with a second given po in t . An arc with a given radius (R) is 

swept in the counter clockwise d i rect ion for a +' f lag and in the clockwise 

d i rect ion for a - I f l a g . I f the center of ro ta t ion of the arc ha<̂  a -x ' 

coordinate as measured from the l i ne connecting points (7) and (? , a rimja-

t ive radius (-R) is speci f ied. I f the center of rotat ion has a posi t ive 

coordinate, (+x) then a posi t ive radius (•HI) is speci f ied. The examples ir, 

Figure 9 i l l u s t r a t e a l l four radius arc option p o s s i b i l i t i e s . 

Figure 9. Example of the radiu3 arc option with the two cards needed 
for i t s d e f i n i t i o n . N is the number of points along the arc. 

3. c11ipse_ 

ft meridian may contain a number of e l l i p t i c a l segments •. Men rc.ay sweep 

up to 360 degrees as measured by an absolute posi t ive or negative angle n i th 

0 degrees on the global x axis and the center at the e l l i pse center. The 

sweep convention is the same c"i fo r the arc. Two points are used to define 

the e l l i pse --one per card. ThF f i r s t point (point (7) in the example sh,«n 

in Figur: 10) is the ?.<g:vr.-">v of the e l l i pse . Point (?), the center of the 

e l l i p s e , i s r>r> the second card. Also on the second card are the sweep anple 

•}, the t i l t angle of the major axH . , which is measured just l i ke • , and hal f 

the major and ivinor e l l i pse axis (a and b) as shown in Figure 10. 
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Card 1 - x, y. 
Card 2 - x, y- ri a b 

Figure 10. Example of a segment of an ellipse beginning at (T and end
ing at • with center at (2) and tilt angle e,. 

A blank card follows each meridian. 

VI. RAYS 

Rays art lines which must pass through the entire geometry intersecting 
the meridians in the ;JFIt::-c x' direction as defined in Figure 2. 

IMPORTANT - A ray cannot begin or terminate, like a meridian, arbi
trarily within the Structure. A ray mtst pass through the er.i'r,- >y.\~*c-

:nre. 

This requirement is imposed to insure the minimum bandwidLh for every 
problem. Problems should, therefore be modeled so that tbs ray proceeds in 
le d'rect'on of thu smallest geometry dimension if bandwidth is c-itical. 

Rays are also defined by a series of up to 100 coordinate points in the global 
x-y coordinate system and may be multivalued functions. There is no limit 
to the number of rays that may b-9 defined, but they must be defined sequen-
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tially beginning at one end of the geometry and proceeding in the positive 
direction along the meridians. Otherwise the ray geometry is defined in the 
same way as the meridian us in? the arc, offset, free form, and ellipse op
tions described in Section V. The offset option for the ray, however, can 

only be used with an offset from the previous ray. In addition to the geom
etry, however, each ray is preceeded by a control card and a set of cards 
describing the material number and the number of zones ir the layer. Each 
ray, therefore, is comprised of three groups of cards, assembled in the fol
lowing order: 

1) one control card, 
2) one card for each layer in the ray describing the material 

number and the number of zones in the layer, 
3) a set of cards describing the geometry of the ray as for a 

meridian. 
Except for the last one, each ray is followed by a blank card. 

VII, COMMON CHARACTERISTICS - RAVS AND MERIDIANS 

a) The beginning point (P2) in Figure l"i need not be specified in the 
frc, offset or ellipse options if it has already been generated as the termi
nation point of a previously defined ^trc, offset, ellipse, or free form. 
The two consecutive arcs in Figure II, for example, are defined by the three 
cards shown. The same thing holds for ellipses and offsets or a combination 
of any two options. 

b) Ray and meridian end points need not lie on a geometric or material 
boundary but the' must be defined so as to insure ray-meridian intersections, 
End points may u' 'efined snort of a ray-meridian intersection within a dis
tance e. 
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Card Coordinate 
PI - x T y , 
PZ - x ? y 2 

P* - * 4 y 4 

Figure 11. Example of the definition of consecutive arcs. 

c) The beginning point of the sequence of points defining a meridian 
or ray may be at either end but all meridian and ray definitions must be 
defined in a consistent direction. 

d) The positive direction along a ray or ateridian coincides with the 
increasing sequence of x-y coordinate points defining it. 
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V I I I . ZONE INPUT DESCRIPTION 

The input f i l e to ZONE is ZIN in which every caH except the t i t l e and 

control card is wr i t ten wi th a 7F10.4 format. 

ZOUT - The node and zone output f i l e 

FILE1 - A f i l e with noda points only (input to PLOT) 

FILE2 - A f i l e with zone connect iv i t ies only (input to PLOT) 

NOTE: A blank card del i ini ts the meridians and rays, therefore, a blank in 

columns 1-10 should not be used fo r a zero. No blank card should fol low the 

las t ray. The probleni terminates upon encountering the END-OF-FILE mark. 

A. IDENTIFICATION (7A10) 

Probleni i den t i f i ca t i on . 

B. PROBLEM CONTROL CARD (7F10.4, 2F5.Z) 

col 1-10 NLINE Number of meridians. 

col 11-20 SHORT = 1. Long form - every node and zone is l i s t e d . 

SHORT = 0. Short form - truncated l i s t i n g of nodes and zones. 

col 21-30 EPS 

col 31-40 XCENT 

col 41-50 YCENT 

col 51-60 DJU 

col 61-70 DYY 

col 71-75 NOD 

£ tolerance of ray-niendian mismatch (default 
z = .0001). 

/"(-coordinate of center of 7̂>om area. 

Y-coordinate of renter of zoom area. 

iX of zoom area. 

iY of zoom area. 

The zsro node number. Every node number, N, is 
renumbered N0D+N. This is useful when modeling a 
large complex structure as several smaller sub
structure problems which are la ter assembled into 
one input to an analysis program. 
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col 76-80 IZ The zero zone numter. Every zona number. I, is 
renumbered 1Z+I. 

C. MERIDIAN DEFINITION (7F10.4) 
A maximum of 40 meridians and 100 points per meridian are allowed. Any 

combination of the options below may be used and as often as needed. 
1. line Segment Option (2 Cards) 

Card 1 
col 1-10 X, Coordinate of first point. 
col 11-20 V, Coordinate of first point. 

Card 2 
col 1-TO X 2 Coordinate of second point. 
col 11-20 Y, Coordinate of second point. Any number of point 

may be used to define a piece-wise linear curve, 
2. Arc - Angle Option (2 Cards) 

Card 1 
col 1-10 X, Coordinate of beginning of arc. 
col 11-20 Y, Coordinate of beginning of arc. 

Card 2 
col 1-10 X- Coordinate of center of rotation of arc. 
col 11-20 Y_ Coordinate of center of rotation of arc. 
col 21-30 Absolute angle ••, in degrees, as measured from 

the x axis up to +360". A positive angle indi
cates a counter clockwise arc sweep starting at 
the last point defined on the line (card 1 or 
the last point defined on previous option) and 
ending at e. A negative angle indicates a clock
wise sweep. Since 6 - -0. is indistinguishable 
from 0 = +0. a small angle (tl. x 10 ) must be 
used in place of a value 6 = +0.0, 
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col 1-10 h 
col 11-20 h 

Card 2 

col 1-10 h 
col 11-20 h 
col 21-30 R 

col 31-40 N The number of points used internally in the pro
gram to define the arc. fl should be large 
enough to define the arc properly. The range is 
10 < H < 100. If left blank. N = 20. 

3. Arc - Radius Option (2 Cards) 

Card 1 

Coordinate of the beginning of arc. 

Coordinate of the heginning of arc. 

Coordinate of the end of the arc. 

Coordinate of the end of the arc. 

Radius of arc. A pos i t ive radius (+R) indicates 
a center of ro tat ion on the +x" side of the l i ne 
connecting the arc end points. A negative radius 
£-R) indicates a center of ro ta t ion on the -x ' 
side (see Figure 9) . 

col 31-40 N The number of points used in te rna l l y in the pro
gram to define the arc. N should be large enough 
to properly define the arc. The range is 1 < N 
< 100. I f l e f t blank N = 20. 

col 41-50 XNl Flag indicat ing the d i rec t ion of arc sweep. A 
+XN1 indicates P. counter clockwise sweep. A -XNl 
indicates a clockwise sweep (see Figure 9) , 

El l ipse Option (2 Cards) 

Card 1 

Coordinate of the beginning of the ellipse. 

Coordinate of the beginning of the ellipse. 

Coordinate of the center of the ellipse. 
Coordinate of the center of the ellipse. 

ecl 1-10 h 
col 11-20 h 

Card 2 

col 1-10 h 
col 11-20 h 
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col 41-50 A 

col 51-60 6 

col 61-70 

col 21-30 Absolute angle 6, i n degrees, as measured from 
the x axis up to +360°. A posi t ive ri indicates 
a counter clockwise e l l i pse is swept s ta r t i ng 
at the Tast point defined on the l i ne (card 1 
or the l as t pofnt defined in the previous op
t ion) and ending at 6. A negative B indicates 
a clockwise sweeo. For 9 = 0 . (see "Arc -
Angle Opt ion") , 

col 31-40 N The number of points used in te rna l l y in the pro
gram to define the e l l i p s e . N should be large 
enough to define the e l l i p se proper ly. The 
range is 1 < N < 100. I f l e f t blank, M = 20. 

The ha l f - length of the major axis of the e ' l i p s s . 

The ha l f - length of the minor axis of the e l l i p s e . 

The t i l t angle <t> of the major a*is measured in 
degrees the same way as e (see Figure 10). 

Offset Option (2 Cards) 

Card 1 

col 1-10 X-j Coordinate of the beginning of the o f f se t . 

col 11-20 1^ Coordinate o f the beginning of the o f f se t . 

Card 2 

col 1-10 Xg Coordinate of the l as t point of the o f f se t . 

col 11-20 Yj> Coordinate of the las t point of the o f f se t 

col 21-30 Meridian number, M. of a previously defined 

meridian from which the o f f se t distance is mea
sured. 

col 31-40 Offset distance + ' . A +if is measured irt the +x' 
d i rec t ion from meridian H. A -6 is measured in 
the - x ' d i r ec t i on . A point is generated a normal 
distance i5 from every point encountered in meri
dian M between the beginning and end point de
f ined on these two cards (see Figure ;•). 
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NOTE: I. The beginning and end 
lie on the new meridian and not o'i 
meridian M. 

2. The offset distance & roust, be smaller 
than any radius of curveture encountered 
in meridian H. 

3. The maximum offset distance s is +10. 

D. RAY DEFINITION (7F10.4) 
The maximum number of points defining a ray is 100. There is •. ~ •"• '• to 

the number of rays that may be used. Any combinations of the options below 
may be used, and as often as needed. 

a. Control Card 

col 1-10 NL Number of layers intersected by th i s ray. By 

d e f i n i t i o n th is is the number of ray-meridian 
intersect ions minus one. 

col 11-20 NR Number of zones d iv id ing the region between 

th is ray and the next (meridian d i rec t i on ) . 

col 21-30 NMER Nonlinear zone spacing option (see Figure 5) . 

NMER-1 Fine spacing to course spacing. 

NMER*2 Course spacing to fine spacing. 
NMER=3 Fine-course-f ine spacirg. 

b. Layer Description (NL Cards) INL £ 40) 

col 1-10 MN Material number of eueaeed'-ng material - the ma'e-
r i a l between th is ray and the next. The mate
r i a l number can be any number between 0 and 40. 
A zero material number indicates the fol lowing 
layer is a void space. 

col 11-20 NE Number of zones along the ray segment defined 
by this layer. 
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col 21-30 SWITCH 

NOTE: The number of zones must be .--.'--'I. 
Interpreted as the number of divisions 
that the li-n? •itni'Tf (ray segment) is 
subdivided. It must not be interpreted 
as the number of zones in the previous 
or succeeding layers because this will 
lead the user into interpretation dif
ficulties. See, for example, ray R2 
in Figure 4. 

The number of zones can be one or more. A 
value for NE = f> Indicates that the meridians 
bounding this layer converge to a common point 
on this ray. 
An option to change the node point distribution 
within a layer. ZONE will, at times, produce 
meshes like the one shown in Figure 12a. Set
ting SWITCH = 1. will produce the mesh in Fig
ure 12b. 

• Ml 

R2 A_ 

\r M2 (a) 
Figure 12. An example of the SWITCH option. ZONE generates the mesh in 

(a). Setting SUITCH = 1. produces the mesh in (b). 

c. Ray Description (Maximum — 100 Points per Ray) 
Any combination of the options below may be used to define the geome

try of the ray. 
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i. Line Segment Option 
(Same as VIII C.J) 

2. Arc - Angle Option 
(Same as VIII C.2) 

3. Arc - Radius Option 
(Same as VIII C.3) 

4. Ellipse Option 
(Same as VIII C.4) 

5. Offset Option 
The offset option for rays is the same as for meridians in VIII C.5 
except that the meridian number (1^) from which the offset is mea
sured is always set to Mj = 1. The offset distance• 6, is input 
as a positive number and the offset ray will always be generated 
a positive 5 distance from the preceeding ray as measured in the 
positive meridian direction. 

6. Vector Option (1 Card) 
col 1-10 X Coordinate of the beginning of a vector. 
col 71-20 r Coordinate of the beginning of a vector. 
col 21-30 6 Angle, in degrees, of a line (vector) as mea

sured from the global x axis as in the arc op
tion (VIII C.2). A straight line is generated 
from the X,Y coordinates at an angle 6 and with 
a length of 5000. 

IX OUTPUT 

ZONE produces 7 output files as follows: 
1. ZOUT - The complete BCD output file to be used as input in struc

ture programs. It includes the X-Y coordinates of the nodes, the 
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notte connectivities of the zones, the boundary pressure cards along 
those meridians which are the first encountered by the rays, and the 
areas, volumes and centroids of each different material in the geome
try. 

2. FILET - A BCD file containing the node point coordinates for input 
to PLOT - a plotting program. 

3. FILE? — A BCD file containing the node connectivities of the zones 
for input to PLOT. 

4. SAVE - A "cleaned up" copy of the input file, ZIN, which can subse
quently be used as the input to ZONE. 

5. DUMP - Contains the meridian and ray coordtnat- : as they are inter
preted by ZONE frc-m the various input options. It also contains the 
X-Y coordinates of the ray-flieridian intersections found along each 
ray — very useful when debugging the input. 

6. BUFF - An empty file used for decoding only. 
7. PRESFIL - A scratch file. 

X EXAMPLES 

A. Example 1. 
This example illustrates the use of the ellipse option, arc option, 

and ray vector option. The dimensions of the geometry are shown in I ig-
ure 13a and the resulting mesh is shown in Figure 136. The listing of 
the input that follows is the SAVE file generated by ZONE. 
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^ —/ M 

tft-* 

2.o 

(a) 

00 
Figure 13. (a) geometry for Example 1. (b) The mesh 

generated by ZONE. 
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L1STING OF EXAMPLE 

1 - : i - L r 

. 0 - 1 . 0 P C I 0 

i . ;> î .-> ?r>.. Of 1 ?? l.r?C?>> 
i 

-,-1 - iT.p l -> ' [ j l . O I C O . C- ' 'J>? 

?c ••?•? u a . ? f ? ' - : . 0 ? 0 ? 

http://-iT.pl-
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Example 2 
The mesh for the pressure ves'v i in Figure 14a is shown in Figure 14b. 

The input listing for thir example is also the SAVE file. 

M4 

(a) 

p ^ g a ^ a & 
m 

q tj: 

(b) 
Figure 14. (a) Example 2 pressure vessel geometry. Al 1 the rays and 

meridians are free forms. M4 and M5 are offset from Ml. There is a common 
point on M4 with M2 and M3. (b) Mesh generated by ZONE. 
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LlSTING OF EXAMPLE ? 

PRESSURE VESSEL 
7.0000 001 1 967 2.549 
1 5450 5.2H80 1 .5450 2. 5490 
1.5260 I . 9760 
1 SI-30 1.6260 
' 4900 1 65. 0 
1 . -1570 ! . SOC ) 
' .4000 1 . 35'. 0 
1 3270 1.2260 
1 2270 1 1040 
1.0760 .9690 a 700 .8470 

€210 .7460 .4170 .6950 
2260 .6560 
. 1 160 .6400 

-.0210 . 6430 
MERIDIAN » 3 

2.4120 5.2960 
2 4030 2.7550 
2 3910 2.6160 
2.3710 2.5020 
2.3320 2.4040 
2.2330 2.328C 
2 2210 2.2230 
2.1300 2.1360 
2,0130 2.0400 
1.9250 1.9610 

MERIDIAN * 3 
7.2140 5.0920 
2 220Q 2.8350 
£, 21 90 2.7450 2.1650 Z 6810 
2.1370 2-6170 
2 O ? 9 0 2.6760 
1 . 9fe75 2.5490 

MERIDIAN $ 4 
1 9670 S.2S00 
1.9672 2.5490 
-.0090 .2200 1.0000 - 4220 

MERIDIAN * 5 
1.1B30 4.2490 
1.1B30 4.2330 
1.2530 4.1930 
1 3040 4.1460 
1 3610 4.0680 
1.3950 3.9850 
1.4100 3.8970 
.0060 8100 1.0000 .1670 

MERIDIAN * 6 
1.3220 5.2730 
1 0510 4.68S0 
1 0230 4.3470 
9820 4 6170 
9600 4.3920 

MEHJDIAN S 7 
.0 4.6050 
.0 4.2360 

RAY * 1 
3.0000 2.0000 
1.0000 6.0000 
2.0000 4.000Q 
3 0000 4.0000 
2.4360 S.2620 
1.2910 5.2620 

RAY a 2 
4 0000 S.0000 
1.0000 3.0000 .0 3.0000 
2.0000 4.0000 3.0000 4.0000 
2.4350 5.0590 
1.1S90 5.0590 

RAlr • 3 
5.0000 4.0000 
1.0000 3.0000 

.0 1.0000 
2.0000 4.0000 
3.0000 4.0000 
3.0000 10.0000 
2 4290 4.5990 
.9760 4.6120 
.9360 4.5890 
.8610 4.5810 

-.0030 4.5810 
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• RAY * 4 
S.0000 IS.0000 
1.0000 3.0000 

.0 1.0000 
2,0000 4.0000 a.ooco 2.0000 

.0 10.0000 
£.4190 -4.2290 
1.1SSO 4.2290 
!.1310 4.2510 
1.0500 4.2650 
-,0090 4.2650 

RAY » 5 
1.0000 5, ODOO 
t , 0000 3.0000 
2.0000 .0 2.0000 4.0000 
3.0000 2,0000 
2.3060 2.3180 1,9(570 2.5490 
1.2000 2.5490 

RAY <! 6 
3.0000 1 a.0000 1 1.0000 

C .0 2.0000 4.0000 
3.0000 2.0000 
1.9990 2.0030 
1.2000 2.0030 

RAY » 7 2.0000 -.0 1.0000 4.0000 
1.0000 2.0000 

.0 . 1790 

.0 ,aS40 

XI PROGRAM AVAILABILITY 

The executable object program can be executed from the publ ic l i b ra ry 

MJBLIB on the CDC 7600's by typ ing: 

X MJBLIB ZONE / T V 

The FORTRAN IV source l i s t i n g i s included (microfiche on back cover). 

/mr 


